big challenge on how to take advantages of SPM because SPM must be explicitly used by software to achieve high performance. This paper proposes a novel methodology to share SPM during multiprograms. The applications are analyzed and memory objects are generated. During the executions, multi-programs can share SPM through these memory objects. The experimental results show that our approach can reduce both the execution time and the energy consumption effectively.
memory objects. These memory objects can be allocated to SPM. Some proposed approaches proposed that memory objects could be assigned to SPM through compilers [9] [10] [11] [12] . The allocation of SPM was fixed and can not be changed during the execution and the assigned SPM could not be used by other memory objects. Some approaches were proposed to allocate SPM dynamically [13] [14] [15] [16] . SPM spaces can be shared by different memory objects. There are also some approaches focused on array and loop [17] [18] [19] [20] . Because SPM is now used in embedded systems mainly, the existing research also focuses on embedded systems mainly. The experimental results from these approaches show that the utilization of SPM will improve the performance.
In this paper, we propose an optimization methodology for multi-program shared SPM. Our methodology will analyze the programs and share SPM among different programs. It can effectively reduce the energy consumption and improve the performance. At the same time, our methodology can also be used in not only embedded nodes for wireless and ad hoc networks but also the other types of embedded systems even desktop computers and the servers which have SPM as on-chip memory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the related work. The architecture model is described in Section III. In Section IV, we depict our optimization methodology. In Section V, we discuss our experimental results. And at last, we draw our conclusions and give the future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Because SPM should be explicitly used, the main idea of SPM based optimization is to analyze the programs and control the mapping of code or data of these programs to SPM. The programs will be divided into different memory objects. Some memory objects can be allocated to SPM space if they are hotspot of the programs. The programs must be modified during the optimization by the compilers. The main challenge is how to deal with mapping on memory objects to SPM. Code is less modified during the execution and has good temporal and spatial locality. The optimization of data will be more complex for more types and the different access patterns.
SPM based optimization was first proposed by [7] and they described the detail in article by [10] .
Their approach focused on the constants, global variables and arrays. of arrays depended on the sizes, life cycles and access conflicts etc. The works of [9, 11, 12] were similar to Panda's approach. Such approaches will allocate a memory objects to fixed SPM address and the address will never be changed during the life cycle of the programs.
SPM can also be divided into different banks for optimization [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Their main objective is energy-saving as well as performance improvement. The different banks of SPM have different characteristics in power consumption. Memory objects will be allocated to corresponding banks according to their features through compilers. The banks with higher power consumption will be used fewer in order to save energy.
The works of [13] [14] [15] [16] are the typical approaches as overlapped SPM allocation. [14] proposed the approach that the elements of an array could be divided into different sub-arrays according to their life cycles. And then these new arrays were renamed and allocated to the same SPM space if they had no conflicts in life cycles. Thus different memory objects could share the same SPM space. [26] extended the granularity to pages. Programs were divided into pages, which had the same size with the pages managed by MMU. A special management unit was designed for the cooperation with MMU. [27] allocated the code of a program to SPM and provided a LC copy instruction to support the dynamic transmission of the code at run-time. The works of [28] [29] [30] allocated the most frequent used slice to SPM through inserting special instructions in selected locations of a program.
There are many arrays and loops in many programs. The performance can be improved by SPM based optimization for these arrays and loops. But not all the arrays and loops can be allocated to SPM. The arrays and loops will be analyzed. Arrays are divided into small arrays and/or the loops are transformed [17] [18] [19] [20] . And then the selected memory objects can be allocated to SPM and share SPM space during execution. [31] analyzed the arrays of multimedia programs and adopted SPM as the shared hierarchy buffer for arrays. It is the application-specific optimization.
As the analysis in work by [32] , SPM based optimization can improve the performance of the systems. In this paper, we propose our methodology for SPM based optimization for processors used in wireless and ad hoc networks as the optimization for a single node. Different from the existing research, our methodology provides the architecture of the optimization to share SPM among multi-programs. And it can be used for embedded systems as well as desktop computers and some other computing systems.
III.
ARCHITECTURE MODEL
The processor model used is shown in Figure 1 . There are a processor core, cache and SPM on a single chip. The on-chip components connect to off-chip main memory by bus. Cache and SPM will fetch data from main memory. Cache and SPM has the same response time, which is several cycles and both of them are faster than off-chip memory, which is about 10-29 cycles [7] .
Data can not in SPM and cache simultaneously in order to ensure the consistency of data in onchip memory. It means data in SPM can not be sent to cache and vice versa. When there are requests for data, the requested data will be sent to processor core from SPM or from cache if there is cache hit. If both SPM and cache are missed, the requests will obtain the responses from off-chip memory.
SPM has a continuous section of whole address space. Though SPM can be used for optimization, the size of onchip SRAM is very small compared to off-chip DRAM. Thus SPM space only occupies a very small section of the whole address space. It is also the reason why SPM based optimization must resort to compiler analysis for accurate allocation. When there are more than one programs running in parallel, the memory objects will belong to different programs. These memory objects should share SPM for higher performance. Each SPM will be organized first for the optimization. After SPM pre-management phase including SPM organization and address mapping, SPM space will be related to physical and virtual address space respectively. Then SPM can be used for memory objects. Compiler analysis phase 6 has three steps including program analysis, CFG (Control Flow Graph) analysis and memory object generation. Programs should be analyzed and the memory objects will be generated as the potential allocation objects for SPM. SPM management phase has only single step: run-time management. This phase is responsible for the management of memory objects when the programs are running. In addition, we introduce a special management unit titled as SPMG for the effective management of SPM in our methodology.
b. SPM pre-management and address mapping SPM is divided into different pages and the page size is same to the page size of main memory.
All the pages are managed by SPMG at run-time. For all the pages of SPM space, there is a table titled SPT (ScratchPad Memory Page Table) . There are two basic statuses of the pages: free pages and busy pages. Each item of SPT will be related to one page. And each item has six fields: page number, next page, page property, process ID, memory object and the preserved field. Page number is the number of this page in all the pages. Next page points to the next page in SPM space. Page property specifies the status of the page. Process ID is the ID of the process which is the owner of this page. Memory object field stores the memory objects allocated to SPM. And preserved field is reserved for properties defined by the users.
There are more than one memory objects in a single page possibly. And the memory objects in the same page belong to the same process for a SPM page will be allocated to a process only.
Each memory object in a SPM page are linked and has five fields including memory object ID, which is used to mark the memory object; pointer of next memory object address, which is used to link to the next memory object; size, which is used to record the size of the memory object;
property, which is used to store the other properties of the memory object; and at last is the memory object itself.
After SPM is used in the system, a part of the memory space will be assigned to SPM space.
When the memory objects are allocated to SPM, their addresses are still in the unified address space. The physical addresses of these memory objects belong to the SPM space. Memory objects are produced from the programs and will be scheduling to the SPM space during the execution. Programs are analyzed to obtain the potential memory objects for the optimization. However, not all the memory objects can be placed to SPM for the limited space. The generated memory objects are taken as the candidates for optimization. At the same time, the compiler will insert special instructions into the source code which are used as the run-time ones for the memory objects scheduling. According to the size of SPM on the chip, some memory objects can be selected and allocated to SPM. But if the SPM space is not enough for all the memory objects, some of them have to be allocated to main memory as the common situations.
d. Memory object generation
After CFG is generated, the memory objects will be selected according to it. For each CFG, the following rules are used to select the memory objects:
(1) The size of a single memory object will never be bigger than the physical capacity of a SPM page. If the size is too big, the management will be more complex. The memory objects have to be swapped between the SPM space and main memory. This is time-consuming work. So we add this rule for simplicity.
(2) The most frequent used data should be selected as the memory object candidates. This information can be obtained from the profiler. When such memory objects are placed into SPM, the access time to main memory can be saved, which is more longer than SPM access time. And the program will be faster than before.
(3) The overhead should be small. Some instructions will be inserted into the program in order to allocate memory objects to SPM. These instructions will also execute during the execution of the programs. They will consume the CPU time, which is the overhead of the extra instructions. The overhead introduced by these instructions should be as small as possible.
All the information of the memory object candidates is stored and managed by SPMG. SPMG is responsible for the management of SPM space and memory objects. When the capacity of available SPM increases, SPMG can select more memory objects to SPM. Or some objects will be swapped from SPM to main memory according to the run-time environment.
e. Run-Time Management When programs are running, the best case is that all of the memory objects are allocated to SPM for higher performance. When all memory objects are placed on chip, the memory wall can be overcome. However, not all the memory objects can use SPM as on-chip memory for the limit of Figure 4 . Run-time management SPMG will assign the first free SPM page to the memory objects. If the process has been assigned a page, SPMG will check whether the free space of this page can hold the memory objects. If the existing page has enough space, the memory objects will be allocated to this page.
Otherwise, a new free page will be found and allocated to this process. While, if a process exit, all the pages it owns will be reclaimed by SPMG.
As Figure 4 shows, SPMG will allocate SPM space to the programs. It resides in SPM space from the beginning. During the execution of the programs, the inserted instructions will request the SPM space for the programs. SPMG will check the record of the SPM for idle space for the 10 allocations. When there are idle SPM pages or the page belong to a program has idle space, SPMG will allocate the space to the new memory objects. Because SPM space is managed by SPMG, it will share the SPM to different programs by allocating different space of SPM to the memory objects from different programs.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The hardware platform used in our experiments is the PXA 272, which is based on embedded processor and with 256 KB SPM [33] . SPM of PXA 272 has four SRAM banks and each bank can be set as standby mode or active mode. We adopt modified embedded Linux [34] . And the eleven benchmarks are selected from two benchmark sets MediaBench [35] and MIBench [36] respectively as shown in Table 1 . We test the eleven benchmarks on the hardware platform. Figure 5 to Figure 8 Figure 7 and Figure 8 , we can see that the performance of the programs is improved while the power consumption is reduced with the increase in SPM capacity. When the number of parallel programs increases to two, the whole performance of each program decreases for they will compete for the limited SPM space especially when the size of SPM does not increase. When more SPM space is provided to the programs, more memory objects can be placed into SPM and the performance is improved. As we can see from four parallel programs and eight parallel programs, they have similar optimization results. However, if the number of memory objects of the parallel benchmarks is too much and the size of SPM is limited, there will be many swap operations between SPM and main memory among different programs. The result is that the improvement in performance and power is also very limited. In our experiments, when there are four or eight parallel programs and the size of SPM is 16KB, the improvement of the optimization is only about 10%. When the size increases, the improvement will also increase.
When there are more programs, the management by SMPG will become more complex. There may be more memory objects from different programs. SMPG should manage SPM space carefully for memory security. It will spend more time in SPT management.
Notice that in each test case, there is still a strange phenomenon: when the size of SPM is very large for the programs, the optimization will decrease slightly. According to our research, we think the reason is that when the size of SPM becomes larger compared to the number of memory objects, SPMG has to spend more time in managing SPM itself and more memory means more power consumption. Thus if more suitable memory object candidates can be generated, it will improve the performance when the size of SPM is large enough. We also test the overhead of the optimization. The source of overhead comes from the SPMG operations on memory objects and the modification on the source code of the programs. Figure   10 shows that the overhead is no more than 3 percent both in execution time and power consumption. It is acceptable compared to the improvement of the optimization.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Memory system is always the bottleneck between the memory and processors. On-chip memory is an active solution for this problem. SPM is software controlled memory, which is also on-chip memory. The existing research shows that SPM can improve the performance and reduce the power consumption of the systems. In this paper, we propose a novel methodology for SPM based optimization, which can be used not only in embedded systems but also in desktop computers and server. Our experimental results show that this methodology can reduce both the execution time and the power consumption effectively.
There is still much work to do in the future. First, more automatic tools should be provided for the optimization. Second, the corresponding interface should be designed for programmers. And at last, this methodology should be extended to support multicore/manycore processors.
